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The State Capitol Complex, in the heart of down-
town Columbia, South Carolina, is home to several
buildings, including the magnificent and historic
State House where the executive and legislative
branches of state government sit. With street
parking at a premium, employees, government
officials and visitors use McEachern Parking 
Facility, an expansive underground area that
extends three levels below the building. Over the
decades, more sections have been added to
address increased parking needs. The result, an
antiquated ventilation system, a complex relay box
that lacked automation and an old sample draw
gas detection system with an intricate network of
copper lines. To ensure proper ventilation of
vehicle exhaust during operating hours many fans
were being run constantly and others turned on
and off manually. It was time for an energy savings
equipment replacement revamp.
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 Energy savings equipment replacement; a
 full revamp of the carbon monoxide gas detection

 system in the city capital of South Carolina

OVERVIEW
The project was managed by Dwight Cathcart with the SC
Department of Administration. Jeff Bernagozzi, Director of
Engineering and Ryan Infinger, lead electrical engineer
from GMK Associates, a multi-disciplinary planning, design
and construction services firm, bid and won the
mechanical and electrical project requirements. Jeff
brought John Guignard, Branch Manager at Hahn Mason
Air Systems, a leading HVAC manufacturer representative
in the Carolinas on board to bid CET’s gas detection
equipment. Ron Sweet, Eastern RSM from CET assisted in
the design layout of the gas detectors and automated
control of the ventilation system. 
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""We are extremely pleased with how well
the FCS gas detection system fit this
project. CET proposed a layout that made
sense, told us how many detectors were
required for the correct coverage, how
many relays were needed and how to
properly design the zones to turn on the
correct fans. CET made a complicated
project easy to understand and complete."

John Guignard, Sales Engineer
Hahn Mason Air Systems

To address energy inefficiencies from continual running of
multiple, individual ventilation systems and to replace the
antiquated sample draw CO gas detection system in the
expansive, 6 zone parking facility. The layout of the facility
had become increasingly complex with additions of several
3-level sections built when more parking was needed over
the years.

CHALLENGE

RESULTS

Layout of the Facility
With every 3-level section a new ventilation system
was added, creating individually operating vertical
systems that required flexibility in the design and fit
of the new gas detection system.

SOLUTION

FCS Flexible Control System
Three factory programmed FCS Control Systems
with BACnet output and relay feed into the fan
control relays of the dedicated fan control
system.

Digital Transmitters

Relay Capabilities

A total of 98 dual channel (CO + NO2) digital
transmitters connected to each FCS system in a
daisy-chain configuration reduced hardware and
wiring path. The ability to use existing wiring and
fan starters was a labour cost savings.

The FCS systems combined internal and remote
relays to turn on fans and control the ramp up /
down speed in response to the levels of gas
detected to save energy costs and mechanical
wear and tear.

Effective mechanical and electrical design and
installation of a modern gas detection system with the
flexibility to control sequenced ventilation systems and
meet the requirements set out by ASHRAE, providing a
safe air environment during all hours of operation.
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Zoning, Fan Sequencing
Determine number and location of devices required
for the correct coverage and how to properly control
the associated fans in each of the zones.

Inadequate Relay Box
The existing relay box was very complex and could
not adequately interconnect the full gas detection
system with the ventilation system automatically.

Product Code: FCS-B

Product Code: LPT-P-TCO-NO2B

Product Code: RLY-4 and RLY-8


